The spread of a disease, a computer virus or information is discussed in a directed complex network. We are concerned with a steady state of the spread for the SIR and SIS dynamic models. In a scale-free directed network it is shown that the threshold of its outbreak in both models approaches zero under a high correlation between nodal indegrees and outdegrees.
Introduction
Recent studies on the spread of diseases, computer viruses or information in complex networks have been exclusively devoted to undirected ones such as social networks or the Internet. In those networks the direction of links (or edges) is not important and can be ignored. On the other hand, there are important directed networks in nature and man-made systems such as food webs and the WWW, etc. However, studies on the spread in directed networks have not been done extensively. In order to tackle the problem, [5] made good use of the generating function methodology. Our approach is different from it and is based on the dynamical mean-field theory of [1, 2, 6] .
The objective is to study the SIR and SIS models in directed networks and to derive the critical infection rate or the threshold, above which a disease spreads in the networks and below which it dies out. In a directed network a disease passes to other nodes through outgoing links and a node is infected by incoming links. The indegree of a node is the number of incoming links into the node and the outdegree is that of outgoing links emanating from it.
Many directed networks such as the WWW, networks of metabolic reactions and phone calls have power law degree distributions ( [4] , [8] , [10] ):
for all large indegrees k and outdegrees ℓ, respectively, although real networks inevitably have finite sizes of k, ℓ. The distinction between both degree distributions disappears for an undirected network. If the exponents satisfy 2 < γ, γ ′ ≤ 3, these networks are called scalefree. Several authors use γ in , γ out in place of γ, γ ′ , respectively.
In [9] it was shown that the threshold of the SIS epidemic model in undirected scale-free networks is zero. In [1, 2, 6] a similar result was obtained also for the SIR epidemic model. In this paper, using the joint probability distribution of indegrees and outdegrees, we derive the thresholds for the SIR and SIS epidemic dynamics on directed networks. Actually they turn out the same for both. Furthermore, it is shown that the threshold approaches zero under a high correlation between indegrees and outdegrees. In the SIR model, the average fraction of nodes that are ever infected until the disease dies out is also given using the indegree distribution.
The SIR model in a directed network
First we investigate the SIR model on a directed network. Nodes of the network are divided into the following three groups as in [7, Chap. 10] : Susceptible (S), Infected (I) and Removed (R). Hereafter we will denote a susceptible node by an S-node etc., for short. An S-node becomes infected at a rate of λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). The parameter λ is the infection rate, for which we will derive the critical value for an outbreak of a disease, a computer virus, etc. The disease can be passed from I-nodes to S-nodes following only the direction of directed links. R-nodes have either recovered from the disease or died and so they cannot pass the disease to other nodes. An I-node becomes an R-node at a rate δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) and, without loss of generality, we will set δ = 1.
Let us denote the densities of S-, I-, R-nodes with indegree k and outdegree ℓ at time t by S k,ℓ (t), ρ k,ℓ (t), R k,ℓ (t), respectively. So we have
Let p(k, ℓ) be the joint probability distribution of nodes with indegree k and outdegree ℓ, and let us denote the marginal distributions by
and the averages including the nth moments by
Following the dynamical mean-field theory ([2, 6]), we see that the spreading process on a directed network can be described by the system of differential equations:
The term λkS k,ℓ (t)θ(t) in (1) and (2) indicates the fraction of newly infected nodes through k incoming links. The probability, θ(t), that a randomly selected outgoing link emanates from an I-node at time t is given by
Note that each directed link is counted twice as one outdegree of some node and as one indegree of another. Hence the average outdegree is equal to the average indegree: ℓ = k . Using the initial condition S k,ℓ (0) = 1, (1) is easily solved as
where
By (4) and R k,ℓ (0) = 0, φ(t) is expressed as
We derive the differential equation for φ(t). Using (5) and (6), it follows that
In this paper we are concerned with a steady state of the epidemic spreading. At the steady state we will have a limit
together with the condition
Substituting these into the above equations yields the equation for Φ as follows:
An epidemic outbreak implies that this equation has a solution Φ > 0 other than Φ = 0. Since the right hand side of (7) is a concave function of Φ and its value at Φ = 1 is less than 1, the condition for it is
Hence the critical infection rate λ c or the threshold for an epidemic outbreak is obtained by setting
Solving this for λ we get
In [7, Chap.10 ] the total number of infected individuals is discussed for the classical SIR model, which represents the final outbreak size. In our setting it is the average fraction of nodes ever infected until the disease dies out. This is written as
by means of the indegree distribution P (k). Suppose that the indegree distribution follows a power law
, where m is the minimum indegree. Let Γ(a, x) be the incomplete gamma function defined by
Then the fraction (9) of the outbreak size can be written as
by the continuous approximation.
The SIS model in a directed network
In the SIS model R-nodes are absent. Those nodes that recovered from a disease may be infected again and again. The densities of S-, I-nodes with indegree k and outdegree ℓ at time t are S k,ℓ (t), ρ k,ℓ (t) as before, and the equality S k,ℓ (t) = 1 − ρ k,ℓ (t) holds. So equations (1)- (3) are replaced by the single differential equation
where θ(t) is the same probability as (4) . At the steady state, as in Section 2, we will have the condition lim
for all k and ℓ, and a limit
So we get from (10)
Substituting these into (4) we have the equation for Θ as follows:
If this has a solution Θ > 0 other than Θ = 0, then it corresponds to an endemic state. Since the right hand side of the equation is a concave function of Θ and its value at Θ = 1 is less than 1, the condition for an outbreak is
Again, this yields the same threshold (8) as in the SIR model:
In the next section we calculate the threshold λ c in several cases and show that it approaches zero for scale-free directed networks under some additional assumptions.
Correlations between outdegrees and indegrees
Some of real complex networks contains a few hubs, that is, nodes with many outdegrees and indegrees, and a vast nodes with very few degrees as well. In order to discuss such a phenomenon, it is effective to introduce the conditional probability p(ℓ|k) for the correlation between outdegrees and indegrees. It indicates the probability that a given k-indegree node has ℓ outdegrees.
First we deal with the following two extreme cases (I) and (II) by means of p(ℓ|k). (I) has the highest correlation, while (II) is the lowest one or independent case. Case (I) p(ℓ|k) = δ ℓ,k for all k and ℓ.
Here δ ℓ,k is the Kronecker delta. This condition implies that each node has the same in-and outdegrees. If we regard k and ℓ as random variables, then k = ℓ. In this case we have k 2 = ℓ 2 and the denominator in (8) is
Therefore, if the indegree distribution follows a power law P (k) ∝ k −γ with 2 < γ ≤ 3, then the threshold λ c in (8) is equal to zero as in [1, 2, 6, 9] , where this prominent result for the SIR and SIS models was first obtained for undirected scale-free networks.
Case (II) p(ℓ|k) = Q(ℓ) for all k and ℓ.
In this case the random variables k and ℓ are independent or uncorrelated and kℓ = k ℓ holds, from which we see that the threshold (8) is
This expression of the threshold also appears for a homogeneous SIS model in undirected networks as in [2] . Under the conditions k 2 < ∞ and ℓ 2 < ∞ the average kℓ satisfies
by the Schwarz inequality [3] . Moreover, it also says that the equality kℓ = k 2 ℓ 2 holds only if both random variables k and ℓ satisfy k = aℓ with some constant a. From k = ℓ we see that a = 1, which coincides with (I). Thus, according as the correlation between indegrees k and outdegrees ℓ becomes high, the threshold λ c approaches zero:
provided the power laws
hold with exponents 2 < γ, γ ′ ≤ 3 and the maximum degree M is very large.
In order to discuss more quantitatively, we might use the correlation coefficient ( [3] ):
Here σ k and σ ℓ are the respective standard deviations. It satisfies −1 ≤ r ≤ 1, which is a variation of the Schwarz inequality. By a simple calculation it follows that the threshold of (8) can be written as
So, if it is possible to find r > 0 by sampling, then we have λ c ≈ 0 under the above condition (11), because k 2 ≫ k 2 and ℓ 2 ≫ ℓ 2 in case of 2 < γ, γ ′ ≤ 3.
